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EGT GREETED GUESTS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD AT G2E VEGAS 2018 

 

This year’s G2E Vegas was the busiest U.S. event that Euro Games Technology, its 
subsidiaries – EGT Multiplayer and EGT Interactive, and its partner for the U.S. – 
Reel Games Inc., have ever experienced. The show went full of meetings with 
customers from North America, South America (Panama, Peru, Colombia, Argentina, 
Paraguay, Mexico), Asia (Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, South 
Korea), Europe and Africa and ended with numerous deals, enquiries and 
consultations about the many paths to success the Bulgarian manufacturer has to 
offer to its clients. 

“We all agreed that the attendance was better than ever and customers were inclined 
to buy,” commented Sean Smith, president and founder of Reel Games, Inc. “Our 
guests were very pleasantly surprised at the variety of cabinet models and new game 
themes we presented. The R&D team of EGT has spent a lot of time developing 
specific content and math models for the U.S. market. They have done a tremendous 
job in a short amount of time to enable us to launch these products in the country.” 

The visitors from the U.S. appreciated the three Chinese-themed jackpot systems at 
the booth – the debuting Dragon’s Turn with 4 progressive levels, the already 
installed in the country Fu Gui Rong Hua with the new 58-580 and 88-880 bet 
patterns especially designed for it, and the Cai Shen Kingdom, all presented in the P-
42V St and Up Curved cabinets. The Super Premier 75 and Super Premier cabinets 
with their curved spacious displays and highly comfortable seats were also widely 
discussed at the show, as well as the next generation terminals of EGT Multiplayer – 
the S-Line series, and the T-Line touch roulette table with an automated wheel. 

“All of these products were hands down the highlight of G2E and we have secured 
orders for most of them that we will be able to install by the second quarter of 2019,” 
added Mr. Smith. “Our plans for the next year include deliveries not only to Florida, 
but also to New Jersey, Oklahoma, California, Michigan, Mississippi and Louisiana.” 
Most slot, VLT, AWP, multiplayer and interactive solutions of EGT and its 
subsidiaries are now certified for the U.S. and included in Reel Games’ expanding 
arsenal of gaming offerings. 

 



 
 

 
 

 

Booth 2452 attracted also many international guests. EGT’s clients from South 
America showed highest interest also in the new Collection Series multi-games – 
Purple and Union, each including 48 games in their mix, and the visitors from South 
Africa liked mostly the Dragon’s Turn jackpot system. 

EGT also welcomed a lot of visitors from Asia. Their enquires were mainly related to 
the EGT Multiplayer’s S-line terminal with a single 32-inch monitor, the T-line touch 
roulette table, as well as to the P-42V Up and St Curved slot machines, together with 
the Super Premier 75 and Super Premier cabinets. The G2E show marked another 
milestone for Euro Games Technology – the prolongation of the distributor 
agreement between EGT and Channel Paradise Sdn. Bhd for Cambodia, Laos, 
Vietnam, Malaysia and East Timor. After a significant number of installations that 
has shown highly competitive results, both companies will now increase the range of 
countries covered by the contract, adding also the Philippines and South Korea. 

This is how EGT quenched the thirst of her guests for high performing, 
technologically advanced and appealing gaming solutions. 
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